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Permission

• To obtain an analysis of T&A’s Pinterest account, permission and log in information was acquired through consultation with the company’s marketing manager.

Pinterest Analytics

• Pinterest Analytics program was used to export and analyze engagement data (Banducci, 2014).
• Analytic reports were generated for the months of June, July, and August 2016. Analytics for this project included the amount of views, repins, likes, comments, and domain impressions.
• Analytic reports were generated for the months of June, July, and August 2016.

Analyze

• Based on the data analysis, motivation regarding consumer activity and digital traffic movement from Pinterest to the company’s website were explored (Evans-Cairo, 2012; Honigman, 2013).

T&A Pinterest Analytics were gathered and reviewed for a three-month span. When compared with the company’s presence on other social media platforms, Pinterest use and content available were low. In August 2016, T&A’s Pinterest account had 157 followers. The metrics captured repins and pin impressions, which include likes, reach and clicks. The average number of repins per month was a low of 10, while average monthly pin impressions were 2,008. Of the three months analyzed, T&A did not have consistent repin ratios. Using each month’s average repins with 157 followers, T&A had a 4.77 in June, 1.757 in July and only a .65 repins ratio in August.

Isolated Pinterest successes were noted in August, when user repins of T&A content generated 1,119 impressions with 543 derived from the company’s news post board alone. Specifically, a pin about red onions generated 344 impressions and the repins people saved from T&A’s account generated 594 impressions with 376 from clicks on “A Special Buckaroo Rodeo” link.

Conclusions

Implications

In order to improve Pinterest use for T&A, repins need to increase. While impressions can lead to pins, repinning places the content on users’ boards, and shares it with the users’ networks (Pinterest, 2017). When a recipe featuring T&A produce is repined, more viewers are exposed to the ingredient list and have a greater likelihood of taking action to purchase the fresh ingredients. Extending the reach by finding the sales data associated with the timing of pins could formulate Pinterest use connections to sales generations.

Recommendations

The analytics measured and calculated determined Pinterest is a viable piece of T&A’s digital marketing plan. Further research is recommended to showing engagement of specific pins and tracking return on investment of those consumer Pinterest users. While purposeful through consumer attraction, T&A will benefit knowing if Pinterest results in an increase of products purchased as a result of engagement with the pins they feature.
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